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Decision Minutes of District 13 Board meeting, Tuesday 21 April 2020  
Skypemeeting 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Present:  Dorte Olesen, Governor 
 Jane Bordal, Lieutenant Governor (late arrival) 
 Ellen Skartvedt, Treasurer  
 Aase Schmidt, Area Director Area 01  
 Rasa Birutiene, Area Director Area 02 
 Thóra Ákadóttir, Area Director Area 03 
                    Elin Hetland Mong, Area Director Area 04 
 Berit Birkelund, Secretary  
  
 
1. Adoption of agenda. 

Agenda approved.  
 

2. Short overview of what the Areas are doing to help clubs during the Corona-crisis 
Area 01 / Aase: 
The Area 01 Board has decided to suspend the payment of member fees to Area 01 as well as to 
District 13. The Area Treasury will pay D13 dues for all club members of Area 01. 
The clubs pay their fees to ZI directly as usual. 
Dorte informs that at least one club is thinking of handling this in such a way that each member can 
decide for herself whether she will pay the fee in whole (and in this way donate an amount) or just a 
part of this or whether she wants full exemption from payment. It is up to each club to decide how 
they will handle it. 
 
Area 04 / Elin: 
The Area 04 Board has identified that at the moment there is only a single member, who is forced to 
give up membership because of the current economic situation. The decision is that Area 04 will pay 
her membership fees so that she can be retained as a member. 
 
Area 03/ Thora: 
The Area 03 Board does not have an overview of how many members are affected financially by the 
crisis to an extent which means that they are considering giving up their membership.  
At present, Thora is concerned that up to 5 individual members of the club in Akureyri are in this 
situation, and she is also quite worried about the smallest club in Iceland, Borgarfjördur. 
Area 03 does not have the financial reserves to renounce on the Area dues this year. 
 
 
Area 02/ Rasa: 
Rasa does not have a complete overview of how many members are affected financially by the crisis to 
an extent which means that they are considering giving up their membership. 
However Rasa is very concerned as the situation is generally serious. 
The 3 club presidents and the AD and vice-AD have agreed that members will not have to pay the fee 
for the Area this year, but Area 02 has no finances to cover any member dues for the District or ZI. 
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Conclusion: 
Area 01 and Area 04 handle the acute situation individually and do not need financial support from 
District 13. 
Area 02 and Area 03 both need some financial support to cope with the situation - but not to the same 
extent. Immediately, the situation seems to be most serious in Area 02. 
 

3. Discussion of possible models for D13 to help the clubs. 
Different models have been communicated via mail by Dorte and Ellen already, but here Ellen suggests 
a new one (based on statements under agenda item 2 from the AD’s): 
 
All clubs / areas will pay the full membership fee to D13, which then supports Area 02 and Area 03 
with amounts that they themselves can manage.  
 
Ellen suggests that Area 03 receive an amount of DKK 15.000 corresponding roughly to the total fee 
(club + area + district + international) for approx. 10 % of the number of members and that Area 02 
receives DKK 16.500 corresponding roughly to the total fee for approx. 25 % of the number of 
members.  
 
This was decided unanimously. 
 
Both Thora and Rasa thought this decision would be very helpful in retaining members. It was noted 
that for Lithuania, the allotted sum would more than cover the total D13 membership dues, whereas 
for Iceland it would amount to roughly 57% of the D13 membership dues. 
 
 

4. Application from ZC Thy for monetary help 
The club has lost almost all their financial savings in a phishing incident and now asks for a support of 
DKK 7000 from the District.   
 
Dorte recommends that we support the club with the amount requested. 
This was decided unanimously. 
 
Jane suggests that we continue to inform the clubs about the risks of receiving and responding to such 
emails. Up till now there have been mailings to clubs about it, but it could be considered to also put a 
note on the website and also remember to send information to the new treasurers now, possibly in 
connection with the announcement of the partial reimbursement to ZC Thy. 

 
5. Any other business 

 
Dorte suggests that we meet again on Skype on May 1 or 2 for discussion of other current issues that 
should have been on the agenda at the canceled meeting in Reykjavik. 
Dorte will send more information as soon as possible. 
 
We are still hoping to have a face-to-face meeting this summer, including a workshop on membership 
retainment and recruitment. 


